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Maxwell'~ Equation~ Apnlied to Rectangular Tube 

/ 

y 

X 

Com:ider a ei.nusoidal wave tranl"mitted in +Z direction and having only a y com
ponent. E = jEy. This is known as the tran~ver~e electric mode., We look for a 
mode in which: 

The ~ymbol~may be removed as this is e~sentially a scaler equation, 
then~ 

sub~tituting: 

or~ 

Then: 
e:? 2Ey + d2Ey - <i2 = L)Ey = 0 
dx2 d Y2. . c2 

i~ the differt!lntial equation of a wave in a rect~ngular tube.) (This 
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Solving the. abov~ equation: 

where 

let Ey = X(x) Y(y) 

2 
X11Y + Y"X = (K2 = 7)XY = 0 

c 

X = A sin ;1. x + B cos i\ x 

Y = C sin By + D cos By 

B =~- It 2 - ~ + w2 , 
. 2 

c 

(K is an arbitrary propagation conetant) 

Putting in boundary condition: 

tangential field at edges = 0 

/l a = n -rr or /) = ~ 

Ey = 0 at X..:: a 

div E = o 

Then, as we have only a y component: 

~;Y = o, Ey = [f(x)J. 
since there 

then: 
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Therefore, it may be seen thl3-f:, a number of wavelength!'! maybe propagated down 
the guide, ioe o, for n = lll 2, etc o (n represente type of mode o) 



For cut-off~ 

..1!..- = 1 
2a 

-3-

~ =·( 2'11)2 _ ( n'1f)2 
71 a 

~ = (~)2 = 1 - (~2 2/f . 2a 
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Wave ie attenuated if wave length i!'! greater than .cut ... off (if· ?t.. iiS too 
large)o Thi~ is utilized in attenuatore: 

In one diameter the field will be attenuated by.-~ (where length of pipe a 

diametero) . 

For cut-off: 
71= ~ . n 

Therefore, lowest frequency that can be propagated: 

Magnetic Field 

Knowing the electric field we can apply Maxwell 1'e Equation~ ·and investigate 
the magnetic fieldo 

_... 
~ 1' dB 

curl E = - 0 dt' 

E = ~11j(wt - kz) 

-- -~ j(wt a kz) 
B - Bx,y• 

Take the curl of the vector with only one component and get two termso 

curiE= 1 .. d~- +'J? ~ (L = E Sin~) dz dx -y max 

_A ~ . -ri'x ) 1\ "11'. 1f JL ~ i( JkEmax enn a + k -a-·- Emax cos a 

= - j. ~ Bx - j..!L Bz (Only two components, z and x, 
c of magnetic field)o 



Solving~ 

~~~ 

~ 
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· B . :: _J£g__ E e in .::.t!:..L · 
x w max a At .X = o, only z component 

11: is present, at middle only · 
Bz = =j ~ ; cos ~ X component a~ ~in approaches 

?lero • 

·----~~ 

0 

, 

f· 

/1 WAY£ i.,FAJS'f'H 
. ·i /lt/.S/PE CS.?I/P.E 

__L -.:_ ---,--------......;..._ __ .,_ 
I = lObe Emax gives current flowing in 3ide~ of guid~c 

4aw 

Make C = _2Lg_ to get 0 at ~oth end3 
2 . 

Solve for C-: 

2C = -~/_:__I __ 
(_2}_)2 1 

= 2b 

ft=C l 
~ 

--v~~7 
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We thus can get an infinittt number of caviti~s of many shapes all regonant at 
the same fr~quehcyo 

6 

In the;?quere rel'!:onator, the· reeon
ant frequency i~ lowered slightly 
by th0 corner effect. 

,::1 = ~ (eimilar to Linse, Bldgo 10) 

The round cavity, ~imilar to square~ 
frequency ie given by: 

d 
,;:{=-~ le31 




